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I come to write this morning
a bit late, we must remember
always that the game stops not
and life goes on as orderly as
possibly can be accomplished.
I can now explain to you what is
happening for the players are at
a rather distressing “stand-off”.
Until the satellite which was
claimed to have been launched
Sunday was actually launched,
the danger to my scribe was too
great to explain in detail what
has been and is coming off here
and why, for days, it will be
wait and see who “chickens”
first. You have two powers at
play which can destroy your
world, not only California, and
one who awaits the “proper
hiding” of actions to invade Jordan.
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sons home is sitting in
tralia-and is not, by the way,
the one which was supposedly
launched.
The next step was to tell all of
you that this communications
satellite was launched but had
some “glitches” to allow for
things to go totally wrong. The
facts are, however, that the
satellite in point was launched
today (17th) from Australia and
a second from New Zealand in
efforts to get ONE up and orbiting. These were carried by
unmanned rockets. Both carry
“sensor” satellites which would
be launched from the larger
satellite and for use to monitor a
nuclear strike.

country and blame others, as
usual. At any rate the world
would certainly be distressed
and distracted because you are
in a real bind with the rest of
the world. The Elite planned to
release the sensor satellite at appropriate time to pick up nuclear
detonations in Russia at the
time of
same approximate
blowing the. California fault and
possibly
an
Eastern
fault
immediately following, as well
as triggering one in the Russian
sector. If the Russians take out
the satellites, as they easily can
they
will
blow
to
do,
smithereens the control mechanism which will indicate “strikeback” release of your, missile
system, and nuclear war is under way. If they take out the
sensors after launching, they
will have to destroy them over
Russia and they are set to
shower radioactive particulate
all over the Russian landscape.
They can wait and take them out
over the ocean or when they
move again over the U.S. but
the timing is such that it doesn’t
really matter,

The “launching” of the shuttle
was the first move of cover-up.

Here is where it gets sticky-poo.
The plans are to trigger the San
Andreas as the satellite passes
over California.
The Russians
do not want the Bankers to win
a round yet, for with the Bank
closures comes the take-over of
the government of the U.S. by
the Elite. Facts are that Gorbachev is in the bed with the
Elite, but the ones who control

It was “launched” under cover

the Cosmospheres are not--at

They can take out the entire

of night for obvious reasons--so
that no one could tell what the
dickens was going on.
The
shuttle which will bring the per-

least the ones that count. If the
Banksters take over, Israel will
march on Jordan and under
cover of chaos, take most of the

system prior to launching the
sensor apparatus but with two in
orbit it becomes harder to be
selective as to when to blow
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them away for while one is over
the U.S. the other is over Russia. The third choice is to blow
them out while over other
countries but the plan will be
leaked and the Elite cannot have
this uncovered
yet--to
the
world--until the U.N. is totally
in control with military power.
However, the Elite must have
the “incident” which will bring
the people of the U.S. under
total control.
I would add a point which
comes up as you ponder prior
writings.
It was originally
established that the Cosmospheres would back the satellite
triggering the faults, etc. This
was changed when the Russians
found that the sensor satellites
were piggy-backing the triggering satellite.
In addition,
you see, the bankers are using
these last linkages with the
banking system so that the intention is to keep the satellites in
orbit at any circumstance. Ah,
the blackmailers
are blackmailing the blackmailers and
thus around and around we go
and where it stops, nobody
knows. So be it.
Now if you wish to think I am
wrong--feel free to do so.
However, as in this local area,
you will note that the unmarked,
black helicopters are on constant
patrol throughout your nights-The surveillance
constantly.
beams are upsetting the bird and
animal life which will be readily
noticed if you have outside animals or fowl.
Part of the reason for the heavy
surveillance in this particular
area is to effort to monitor our
communications
from
and

through the crystal system and
they know we will not allow any
craft within the shielded area
with weapons--they can only
monitor, or try to, from within
the shield. You will also note
our presence in every quadrant-low, colorful and in total view
of the surveillance craft. When
we say we will protect you--we
mean it and “they” know it.
The adversary is not sure
whether or not we will intervene
and better that they do not--you
see, if they make a wrong move
they DO have us with which to
contend.
Then why don’t we tend the
fault and prevent triggering the
quake?
Because we are not
interested in the fault for it is
due to go by natural evolution in
great magnitude at any moment-quite naturally. It is easier to
warn you ones if we can operate
on “their schedule” but even at
that it is “probabilities”.
If,
however, you can determine the
orbit sequence of the satellites
you can know to the minute
when to hide your head. This is
why everything is being done at
night for your viewing--even to
the landing at night in the East.
Note that they are not even
mentioning landing at Edwards
in California although they may
well change it at the last minute
if nothing goes as planned and
California stands undamaged. It
only has to be flown from earth
altitudes but they know the runways at Edwards will not be
suitable after the earthquake
planned.
Another reason for having
“two” in the air (or four as the
case will likely, be) is to have
.
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the second apparatus back up
the first if the first fails to trigger sufficiently.
Note the neat cover-ups going
on--Baker is smiling and giving
the Yom Kippur hug to Shamir
while they pretend to fight and
disagree and Bush is laying low
as the hearings for Thomas and
Gates take place. You can further see that Bush will NOT be
crossed on Gates (and yet, the
full plan has been to put Gates
into the slot of Adviser and ArBoth
mitage into the CIA).
need “around about the bushes
approach” and it is working fantastically well--even George tells
YOU “the system is working
fantastically well”. The charges
against Ollie are all dropped and
this smooths the way for Gates
to lie his Kol Nidre way through
the hearings. Can you actually
believe the SECOND MAN IN
CHARGE of the CIA did not
KNOW about the Iran/Contra
mess? YOU ONES ARE CONTHE
FINAL
FRONTING
DAYS OF THE EVIL EMPIRE
AT WORK AND THERE
WILL BE NO TRUTH FROM
THE HIGHER COURTS OR
ADMINISTRATION.
THIS IS
AN ALL-OUT PL’AY FOR
THE TAKING OF YOUR
THEY
MUST
WORLD.
HAVE THIS PORTION DONE
IN ORDER TO KEEP TO SEQUENCE AS LAID FORTH.
I would like to point out, however, that you surely noted the
thousands,of people who poured
forth in the Soviet action. They
know if they make a wrong
(soft) move against you-the-people that you still have guns and
they cannot stand against the
power of the people in this in#9

stance. This is why it must appear to be through act of God in
Natural disaster appearance for
you will not tolerate any other
action.
However, if in the
throes of the confusion, they
come and take your weapons
you will have no recourse. This
is one reason you can likely expect things to happen toward the
darkest part of your night time
so that you cannot do anything
until the light of day. These are
the clues, but as the show-down
gets critical, it is all but impossible to see that which will be
done in actuality.
One particularly nitty thing is
that it has been leaked that it
would be on the 17th and that
becomes a toss-up whether or
not to pull it off, actually, on
the 17th or let it go until the
18th which was the first plan--to
leak through the code electronics that it would be on the 17th
so you could all go back to sleep
and disclaim our input.
You
will simply not be allowed to
know the hour or the moment
for the final decision will be
made quickly enough that we
cannot warn you sufficiently to
do anything about the happenings. I can only warn you that
you are into the time of making
some acutely necessary observations about possibilities regarding your locations. I simply ask that you listen to your
“guts” and hear the warning
when it comes. If you do, and
you are tuned to us, you will
know and safety can be attained.
Forget God and He will allow
you to do so.

cause when the fear takes control you are NOT going to be
able to remain calm enough to
clearly function.
Something here, now, that I believe you can check out if you
do a bit of research. You recently had a major underground
nuclear test in Nevada--I believe
on August 15th. The blast had
a force of over 20 kilotons
which puts it right at peak allowable force. It further damaged the base of the dam nearby
and the expectations are that an
effort will be made to break that
dam simultaneously with the
San Andreas. The intent is to
render the Western states relatively helpless.
Why do I not tell you these
things? Because it causes my
people’s lives to be less worthy
than the proverbial “tinker’s
damn” and YOU NEED US
MORE AFTER THE FACT
THAN YOU DO BEFORE
AND SO BE IT.
Dharma, close this, chela, then
I would like to commune with
you for a while with information
I do not want on this computer.
Stay within the
Thank you.
shield and hold tight--we effort
to “reason” with the insane
players but we make very little
headway.
I am in your service. Hatonn to
clear the lines, please.
9/17/91 #2 HATONN
TUESDAY

that we document things which
are taking place because I see
the emergency as to nuclear
problems somewhat lessening as
ones are beginning to have to
bend in intent. It has been a
day worthy of remembering. I
do, however, see Dharma so
weary that she truly cares not
whether she survives or just
folds it in.
I thank all of you for rapid deployment to the priority task at
hand and let us continue to ask
with love and giving that we be
spared a bit longer that our
work can be farther along and
with better organization. Let us
look at that which is probability
as night falls in this geographic
area.
BLUNDERS IN
CALCULATION
There have been at least two
major blunders on the part of
the Elite planners which are
causing them a great large
headache at this time.
In retaliation for the sensor
satellites, the Russians moved
their Cosmospheres into orbit
over the area of New York.
Just as they did in prior incidents of this type they simply
moved in front of the radar
satellite communications
network and with full intent of
blasting any and everything out
of the sky if you dared launch
so much as a missile--which begins to look like a worse and
worse idea *to the Administration.

STATUS REPORT
This is why it becomes necessary that you are “constantly” in
communication with God be-

Hatonn present that I might give
you information. It is important
I,
3
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The miscalculation,
however,
was that WE ARE READY,
WILLING AND ABLE TO
#9

~

TAKE OUT THE SENSOR
SATELLITES
BECAUSE
THEY
BEAR
CHARGED
PARTICLES WHICH DEFINE
AS NUCLEAR PAY-LOAD.
THEY HAVE THE SATELLITES
IN
ORBIT
AT
APPROXIMATELY
300
MILES OUT AND, THEREFORE, WE CAN NEUTRALIZE THE SMALLER SYSTEMS WHEN THEY IDIOTICALLY LAUNCH THEM BECAUSE WE CAN TAKE OUT
ANYTHING WITH A NUCLEAR
“WEAPON”
ON
BOARD AT 150 MILES OUT.
The effort at present, of course,
is to bring the systems closer in
but this is a highly dangerous
maneuver and easily allows the
Russians to act with narrower
range of fallout area. The systems are set to blast the particles
toward earth with great force
and the particulate is heavy
enough to do the rest of the
work as it is thrust into atmospheric conditions.
The stand-off got more serious
when it was evident the U.S.
fully intended to blast Russia to
bits and, as before, the Cosmospheres simply moved into the
area and started to give you a
nice show. It was already completely out of hand between the
bullies so we gave them a little
more specific lesson. We simply moved in front of the Cosmospheres and selectively removed ability to communicate
between specific, strategic areas
which had to be noted, for
everywhere else save those airports have working communications. I believe they will tell
you they “have a glitch of some
kind and don’t know how long
it will last”. I do--it will last

just as long as they keep their
death toys out and focused.
You see, you were ready to get
your first full blast dose of
doing-in
”space
brothers”
America. Well, in this instance
we only have to take position-we don’t have to do another
thing other than “be there”.
Do not count on our being able
to do this at other times for this
time the intent from onset was
different
than a structured
“show and tell”. This was simply to show you ones that Russia still had the upper hand. I
believe, however, that we need
a bit longer for preparations for
personal attention.
What you can surely expect: A
large, or several large mid-states
detonations of some type which
will knock- out the entire
communications systems on a
national scale. This can easily
be done by the Cosmospheres
without even showing themselves if the U.S. doesn’t pull
back. They can pop your receivers and microwave stations
like popcorn and interrupt all
radio frequencies permanently if
push comes to shove.
They will, however, leave you
to your own destructive stupidity as to killing off your own
people and wasting your West
They helped you by
Coast.
popping a couple of quakes on
you today and now, that fault is
ready to go, friends.
You can, as I said earlier today,
count on the loss of several of
your dams along with the earthquakes in random places and
storm damage as well through
the South and Southeast. The
4
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Russians do try to give you
warnings because they simply
do not wish to lose the planet
yet. This does not mean that ~
they are necessarily “nice” persons, chelas--it is simply that
they have the upper hand in this
game in this play at war games.
Further, they have ample and
good shelter systems on surface
and several bases to which to
shuttle thousands and thousands
of people for long periods of
time. They can wait out nuclear
clearing far easier than can you.
The enemy has an even better
warning system--Russia can do
great damage to the Elite shelters in Australia, Antarctica and
New Zealand and, of course,
can take out any aircraft put to
the air for temporary Elite security. In other words, Air Force
One, Two and Three are stupid
facades--they wouldn’t last 30
seconds.
The Russian “communists” plan
to have America but they want
you on their terms and it doesn’t
include this way. They fully
plan to take your nation just as
they told you--“without firing a
4
shot”.
Meanwhile, back at the “temple
of Zion”--Baker has bargained
for temporary stay of execution
of an invasion as things begin to
go wrong with the plans in the
U.S. He has promised Shamir
the money, and more, if Shamir
will just hold off until around
the first of the year. Then, not
only will Shamir get money but
be handed lands desired, as
well. By then it is expected to
have full control through the
U.N.
#9

I warn the world, however,
when that happens you will have
a Holy War to end them all--that
will effectively bring on that
which you call Armageddon.
It is undecided as to that which
will be continued within these
days ahead but in summary, I
see a bit of lessening of threat of
nuclear problems by intentional
war--perhaps some from power
plants if the fault is triggered
but I believe nothing of that sort
tonight. I may be wrong in that
position but I see such fatigue
that I prefer Dharma and Oberli,
for instance, get rest and if necessary I will awaken you in time
to gather what you need. I do
suggest you move smartly along
with getting things transferred
even at the expense of delays in
other conveniences.
I cannot have Dharma so fatigued that I cannot communicate instantly--thank you.
I shall sign-off for this sitting.
We will sit it out and perhaps
someone will gain some intelligence because you see, precious
ones--THEY DO NOT KNOW
THAT WHICH WE WILL
AND WILL NOT DO AND I
WOULDN’T
WANT
TO
SPOIL THAT
INQUIRING
SPIRIT--THEY REALLY BELIEVE WE WILL BLAST
THEM NICELY TO HELL
AND BEYOND AND I FIND I
RATHER LIKE THE PERCEPTION!
Good night. I will not call unless circumstances change.
Hatonn to clear.

9/18/91 #l
HATONN
WEDNESDAY
STATUS REPORT
THE WHORES OF BABYLON? INDEED. INDEED!
Hatonn present: Breathe NOW!
But don’t waste time with a lot
of lolly-gagging about things-move right on with setting aside
“instant” preparations. You are
definitely NOT OUT OF THE
WOODS, FOR THE ENEMY
(YOUR OWN ELITE) HAVE
AS MANY ALTERNATIVES
AS NECESSARY TO PULL
YOU DOWN.
We will begin with the “space”
situation.
Note your clues as
we go so that you can begin to
recognize actions. Firstly: we
have the sensor satellites so if
you proceed with a “first
strike”, you will do so blindly
and with the Cosmosphere
“cover” you won’t get very
many missiles into the area of
enemy territory.
You have a
tracking beam on every major
missile in your arsenal--Russian.
They, the Russians, have taken
out one of the satellites and
await your actions to consider
what to do with the remaining
one which is the important link
“through” your banks on the
West Coast following massive
quake activity. As I told you, it
is not in Russia’s best interest to
have the money system and
banking industry collapse into
chaos at this time of gaining
blackmail money from the U.S.
and allies.

Coast. Know that we have released the communications network at the Eastern airports
which is a clue that the war
satellites are “down”. I believe
your nation had a pretty good
lesson--and
believe
me,
brethren--the Russians can do
the same thing just as easily as
can we but their lessons will
bear more weight than a mere
“tower” blackout.
You also will find that you got
another show of strength from
The San
the Cosmospheres.
Simeon quake of yesterday was
a beam blast from a Cosmowarning--not
sphere
as
a
necessarily to stop the plans for
the San Andreas but rather, to
let the Elite know that they were
“there” and in control.
Further, you will find a nice and
tidy pile of freeway construction
material on the Century Freeway in L.A., along about Imperial Highway. This scaffolding
was brought down, too, as a
distinct lesson in precision-controlled surgical capability of
your enemy.
9
I cannot begin to tell you, however, how teetery the San Andreas Fault system is at this
time. It is absolutely hanging
by “snags” in the areas of northem South America and in the
Aleutians--the
barriers
have
been minimized along your
Western coastline so ‘you are
extremely vulnerable.
As you
have massiv: disruption in and
around Japan, you are remaining in SERIOUS jeopardy.
ISRAEL: THE FLY
IN THE OINTMENT

Leaving that for a moment, let
us look at other circumstances
of importance to the West
d.*j *
5
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Israel wants blood and they
want to show their muscle
RIGHT NOW!
They have
worked it so that they get everything they want from you via
Bush--EVERYBaker
and
THING.
An incident is all prepared to
break which will give Israel the
“cause” to move into Jordan.

Now for your punch-line clue.
You will be getting every conflicting story possible about
Yeltsin--that he has had a heart
attack, that he has had a heart
“scare” and hospitalized, then
denouncement of it all--no, he
was missing while they replaced
and updated him with new programming.
YOU, dear ones,
are out-technologied! You cannot measure up to that which the
Russians have in capability of
technology and they are showing you as much.
They do not actually, however,
care what you do with your
“stuff” and they want the
population decreased at any rate
and they will not give you opportunity, yet, to start an open
confrontation--so you ARE GOING TO PLAY THEIR GAME
FOR A WHILE LONGER.

WHAT YOU HAVE DONE,
HOWEVER,
IS
WEAKEN
YOUR OWN INFRASTRUCTURE TO THE POINT OF
“NATURAL”
COLLAPSE.
WHILE YOU BUILD ISRAEL,
YOUR OWN NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE IS IN COLLAPSE AND YOU HAVE NO
WAY TO AFFORD REPAIR.

we have in the areas most affected by this massive “cause”.
The political control is too tight
in Canada right now to make
great impact but as things do ’
open up we will be on top of
them. With a world in chaos it
is simply a time of dreadful circumstance with full intent of
structuring your systems to
bring the “people” into helplessness and subservience and subordination.

I am immediately petitioned by
one in Canada for material on
and exclusively about, Canada
In Canada, however,
great
and what can they do. Canada
strides “could” be made by a
is a Monarchy headed by the
great coalition of your native
Queen Whore of Babylon and
American tribes with the ones in
the reason we write for what
the U.S.--there is more power
appears to be, the U.S., we
in the native people than anywrite in behalf of the world-thing either of you have at this
specifically Canada.
You, in
time for the cycle of their rising
Canada, do not have the founagain is nearing when they will
dation of a working Constitution
have great input if handled
with which to fight the “rulers”
properly with good leadership.
and about all I can suggest is
It does require the good leaderthat you back your Southern
ship and I cannot say if the
brothers to the very best of your
leaders will actually hear their
ability in every circumstance so
call to arms and duty. It will be
that when a big push comes to
as it will be. Further, Canadishove, you can keep your borwith
more
ans
can
do
der open and a working coali“publicity” to elect a U.S.
This is a
tion possible.
president than can, actually, the
“continental” (actually global)
U.S. Americans b&cause of
last ditch “press” for Freedom
press and media control in the
and IT MUST BEGIN AND
U.S.--in Canada it can be hanMOVE ORIGINALLY WITHdled as a foreign event and good
IN THE U.S. BECAUSE OF
writers can do massive and imTHE
POSSIBILITY
INportant work which is stopped
VOLVED WITH THE CONcold in the U.S. If the U.S. can
STITUTIONAL AUTHORITY be returned to the Constitution--IF IT CAN BE DONE PRIOR
so shall the rest of North
TO TOTAL LOSS OF CAPAAmerica follow--Canada
can
BILITY OF RECLAIMING.
move immediately for it is actuFurther, it is not as easy at it
ally the British and Banksters’
appears for us to simply do Exrule which’is at stake here.
PRESSES for here and there-my scribe is here and the ones I
I apologize, Dharma, for getting
“had” have moved away when
you up before daybreak today
the going got rough--and ONE
but
you needed update and I will
person cannot cover the world
now release you to your early
so we work with the connections
.
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morning tasks and decisions can
be made as to priorities today.
You only have a respite here at
the moment--do not doze off.
Get some planning for emergency action on a personal basis. As a for-instance, put many
upper-wall level nails in the
walls of the shelter where bags
(preferably mesh) can be hung
for individual “gear”.
Each
party or “family” should have
appropriate “things”, such as a
bag with a little wash basin,
tooth care products, “wipes”,
container,
T.P.,
soap
in
bandaids, medicines (aspirin),
etc. Then one with eating supplies--paper or plastic but one
each of durable containers and
Then a third with
utensils.
bedroll, sheets, covers (a sleeping bag is preferable for space
limitation), and a few towels
and wash cloths. These should
be tagged for identification to
limit
confusion
and
hung
appropriately on the walls. You
will need bags for soiled
clothes, etc. But, the bags must
be compact, ventilated and organized. Areas will be allotted
but no “special” arrangements
can be made.
The area will only be utilized in
case of radioactive
fallout
possibility and interim storage
of foodstuffs until shelters are
arranged.
You do, however,
need a place to repose on immediate notice by simply bringing
a food basket and personal
clothing. Since shelving needs
dual use of beds and personal
gear utilization--it must be arranged to “hang” all personal
supplies--that will include duffels for clothes.
Food boxes
and ice chests, of course, cannot
be hung.
I believe you can

work it out nicely. This same
procedure can be utilized by all
ones in your own dwelling.
You who have any ground level
facilities--no matter how small,
need the same few personal
items--with water supply at
hand. If you can be functional
for a few days you will probably
be just fine.
I don’t know what you will be
able to do about public sheltering but you cannot wait on such;
you must get prepared at least in
minimum effort in case you are
isolated or trapped within an
area for a few days. If you
simply have water you can do
pretty well for several days. It
is up to you each to tend of responsibility--there will be no
“magic’‘--the government wants
to be rid of most of you and the
evangelists are sending extra
funding to Israel to build a temple to somehow bring about the
“rapture”. You will do it yourselves or it will not be done and
each of you can at least prepare
for a few days of inconvenience-even
in
the
most
tiny
accommodations. For instance,
the tiny Sterno stove and a little
can or pot to heat water can give
you hot water and make noodle
soup (dehydrated) and oatmeal,
etc., accessible at almost no
inconvenience to space or cost.
You need these things anyway,
especially along the coast and
fault areas (or tornado/storm)
corridors--any place of possible
temporary upheaval. It is time
to DO
IT
AND
STOP
“TALKING” ABOUT IT OR
FANTASIZING
THAT
IT
WILL ALL JUST GO AWAY!
IT WILL NOT “GO AWAY”,
IT IS STEADILY GETTING
.
7
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WORSE
AND
WORSE-WHAT
YOU DO RIGHT
AWAY
WILL
MAKE
A
GREAT
DIFFERENCE
IN
HOW OR “IF” YOU SURVIVE.. “A STITCH IN TIME
SAVES NINE,” I BELIEVE IS
YOUR SAYING. AFTER THE
FACT WHEN
YOU ARE
TRAPPED SOMEWHERE IS

I will stand aside and allow you
to get dressed and move about
your tasks. Thank you for your
attention and thank you for your
ability to respond and prioritize.
Chelas, each of you is not only
“precious” --you are NEEDED
so, please, act in care with wisdom, keep “listening” and stay
within the shielding.
AH0
********

This “kit” is for groups
individuals who want

or

about saving our United States
Constitution. This package has
very specific information which
will assist in
Topics covered in the
package
are:
the
Liberty
Amendment, the Flag Burning
Amendment, Anti-Crime Bill,
Executive Orders, Gun control,
Internal Revenue Service, the
Federal Reserve Board, the
holding of a Constitutional Convention. IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT WHAT IS
HAPPENING
TO
YOUR
COUNTRY.. .IF THE WORDS
NEW
WORLD
ORDER
SENDS A CHILL THROUGH
#9

YOU...THEN
THIS KIT IS
FOR YOU!
Recommended
supplemental reading:
RAPE
OF THE CONSTITUTION:
THE DEATH OF FREEDOM,
also available through America
West. The Constitution Package is $12 plus shipping. THE
PACKAGE WITH THE BOOK
IS $20 PLUS SHIPPING.

in knowing about
Tradeshows, Fairs or events that
are slated to occur in your local
area.
Please contact Sandy
Green.

America West is now offering a
resource guide for shelters
(Nuclear),
medical
supplies,
bulk food and food storage, alternative energy and various alternative survival needs. All resources are within the United
States. The cost for this documentation is $10 plus shipping.

If you are interested in meeting
others who are interested in this
info, write us giving permission
to connect you with those in
your area.

Sep. 28
West
Warren
3769 or

l-4 P.M. Holiday Inn
Durham, N. Carolina
Barrett Tel. (9 19) 967782-6297 Cost $20

Oct. 12, O’Hare Plaza Ho-Jo’s,
Chicago, Ill. (SIl 1) Lucy Covington
219
942-9439
the

Greens, Bo Gritz and Fletcher.
Oct. 15, 6:30-lo:30 P.M. Jeff
&
Shannon
Anderson
Metropolitan
Multi
Service
Center Houston, TX (STXl)
Minett & George Green 713

Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P. *
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and
Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit Blessings
The Phoenix Operator-Owner
Manual
Operation Shanstorm
End of the Masquerade
Matter Anti-Matter
Let There Be LIGHT Pleiades
Connection Vol. II
I And My Father Pleiades Connection Vol. III
Murder By Atomic Suicide
Pleiades Connection Vol. IV
Phone Home E.T.
Pleiades
Connection Vol. V
*
8
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The Sacred Spirit Within
Pleiades Connection Vol. VI
The Science Of Man Pleiades
Connection Vol. VII
Science Of The Cosmos
Pleiades Connection Vol. VIII
The Phoenix Express Vol’s I &
II ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s III
& IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V &
VI ($15)
The price is $10 per JOUR(EXCEPTING
E.T.
NAL,
2
$15
10% discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 7.25 %
sales tax. Add shipping, UPS
$3.25 and $1 .OOeach additional
or U.S. Mail $2.50 for first title
and $1 .OOeach additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West
or your Local Distributor.
U.S.is $20 per 13
ISSUES, $40 for 26, $75 for
52, Canada 13 issues $22, 26-$44, 52--$80, foreign 13--$30,
‘(including
back issues for current Vol,
ume).
Send orders and Payments to:
America
West
Distributors,
P.O. Box 986, Tehachapi, CA.
93581.
For MASTERCARD ,.OR VISA
orders, or book catalog and
sample newsletter call
* For personal inquiries or other purposes, please
call l/805-822-9655.
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